Bidirectional Modifications of Visual Acuity Induced by Monocular Deprivation in Juvenile and Adult Rats
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Recent electrophysiological studies of rodent visual cortex suggest that, in addition to deprived-eye depression, monocular deprivation (MD) also shifts ocular dominance by potentiation of open-eye responses. We used computer-based, two-choice discrimination tasks to assess the behavioral significance of these findings in rats. As expected, prolonged MD, from postnatal day 21 until adulthood (>150 d) markedly decreased visual acuity through the deprived eye. However, we also found that the acuity through the nondeprived eye was significantly enhanced compared with normally reared controls. Interestingly, when the deprived eye was opened in adults, there was a gradual but incomplete recovery of acuity in the deprived eye preceded by a loss of the enhanced acuity in the nondeprived eye. These changes were reversed by again reclosing the eye. These findings suggest that the bidirectional changes in visually evoked responses after MD are behaviorally meaningful and that significant plasticity is exhibited well into adulthood.
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Introduction
It is well established that a period of monocular deprivation (MD) during early postnatal life decreases the proportion of neurons in primary visual cortex that respond to stimuli presented to the deprived eye (Wiesel and Hubel, 1963, 1965; Hubel and Wiesel, 1970; Movshon and Dursteler, 1977; Blakemore et al., 1978). The consequences of deprivation are completely reversible if the period of MD is relatively brief (Malach et al., 1984); however, prolonged MD into adulthood has more dramatic and sustained effects on visual cortical function. After several months of MD in the cat and monkey, the vast majority of visual cortical neurons can be excited only by stimuli presented to the nondeprived eye (Wiesel and Hubel, 1965; Hubel and Wiesel, 1970; Hubel et al., 1977). This physiological change is accompanied by a profound impairment of visually guided behavior, such that subjects are described as being blind in the deprived eye (Wiesel and Hubel, 1965; Dews and Wiesel, 1970; Hubel and Wiesel, 1970; Mitchell, 1988). Although closure or removal of the initially open eye has been shown to enhance recovery of function of the initially deprived eye, the physiological and behavioral improvements described have been modest (Smith, 1981; Mitchell, 1988).

Similar physiological and behavioral manifestations of MD are also observed in rodent species that are well suited for mechanistic investigations (Fagiolini et al., 1994; Gordon and Stryker, 1996; Guire et al., 1999; Prusky et al., 2000a,b; Heynen et al., 2003; Sawtell et al., 2003). Recently, chronic recordings in mice have shown that, in addition to causing rapid deprived-eye depression, MD also results in a progressive open-eye potentiation (Sawtell et al., 2003; Frenkel and Bear, 2004). It is notable that the visually evoked potentials (VEPs) through the open eye grow to values that are greater than those seen before deprivation. It has been suggested that this increase in VEP amplitude reflects an enhancement of excitatory synaptic transmission in visual cortex. However, VEPs reflect the summed activity of many synapses and neurons in visual cortex and are sensitive to changes in the timing as well as strength of responses. The fundamental question therefore remains as to whether the observed increase in VEP amplitude after MD is an indication of an alteration in visual function. The goal of the present study was to determine the functional significance of the increase in cortical responsiveness to the nondeprived eye after extended periods of MD in rodents. Because they are better suited than mice for behavioral experiments, we chose to use rats as subjects.

Here we show that long-term MD in rats is accompanied by an enhancement of visual function in the nondeprived eye: visual acuity as measured behaviorally is greater in the nondeprived eye after MD than that which is observed in normally reared (NR) control animals. This improvement of visual function is itself plastic. Opening the deprived eye in adults results, first, in a decrease in nondeprived eye acuity, followed by a modest recovery of visual acuity in the initially deprived eye. These changes are reversed by again closing the eye and restored by opening it.

Parts of this work have been presented previously in abstract form (Sklar et al., 2001).

Materials and Methods
Animals. Male Long–Evans (black-hooded) rats (Taconic Farms, Germantown, NY and Charles River, Cambridge, MA) were used for behav-
ioral testing. Animals were housed in pairs, on a 12 h light/dark cycle with food and water available ad libitum.

**Monocular deprivation.** Monocular deprivation was performed by eyelid suture between postnatal day 18 (P18) and P21. Animals were anesthetized with inhaled isoflurane (IsoFlo; 2–3%) and placed under a surgical microscope. The area around the eye was cleaned with sterile iodophor PVP antiseptic, and the upper and lower eyelid margins were removed. An ophthalmic antibiotic ointment (Vetropolyvin; Pharmacolab, Melville, NY) was then applied to the eye. The full extent of the trimmed lids were then stitched in apposition using 5.0 or 6.0 surgical silk thread. Sterile Iodophor PVP antiseptic was applied over the eye once trimmed lids were then stitched in apposition using 5.0 or 6.0 surgical silk thread. Monocular occlusion mask. A three-piece mask was designed to test monocular visual capabilities of MD and NR rats. The first piece, an elastic harness, rested behind the front legs of the animal. A T-shaped Velcro collar, secured through a small loop on the harness, was placed around the neck and extended mid-sagittally across the top of the head. A Velcro eye cover was attached to the T-piece and covered the desired eye snugly without disturbing the vibrissae.

**Apparatus.** To test the visual acuity of freely behaving rats, we used two alternative, forced-choice, water-based discrimination tasks. Our initial experiments were conducted using visual water box 1 (supplemental Fig. 1A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). During the course of these experiments, Prusky et al. (2000) introduced a water-based visual task that we adopted for the remainder of the study (supplemental Fig. 1B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Figure 1 demonstrates that, despite some task differences, both procedures resulted in comparable acuity measures from adult NR rats. We therefore established that the two tasks are both accurate and reliable methods to measure visual acuity in rodents, and no additional distinction between the two tasks will be made.

Visual water box 1 (supplemental Fig. 1A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) consisted of a rectangular pool (150 × 60 × 46 cm), with the interior of the box painted flat black. Sony (Tokyo, Japan) Trinitron computer monitors (18 inches diagonally) located centrally at both ends of the box were used to present visual stimuli (100% contrast; 29.9 cycles per degree [cyc/°] and 100% contrast), and the negative stimulus was gray and of equal luminance to the grating stimulus. The stimuli, 36 × 25 cm, were drawn using NIH Image and were of equal luminance (mean stimulus luminance was 88.53 cd/m²; contrast range was linearized by gamma correction). An escape platform (Plexiglas, 11.4 × 11.4 × 1.2 cm), resting just below the surface of the water, was always located directly under the positive grating stimulus. Subjects viewed the monitors from a submersible platform positioned in the center of the pool. The design of the middle platform was based on the Atlantis Platform (Spooner et al., 1994). The surface of the platform was a square piece of Plexiglas (11.4 × 11.4 × 1.2 cm) with a collapsible support, which was held just above the surface of the water by an electromagnet. On release of the magnet, the platform submerged into the water, forcing the animal to begin swimming. The box was filled with 30 cm of water, and water temperature was kept at 20–22°C. Black curtains completely surrounded the box, thereby limiting all obvious visual cues other than the computer screens with which the stimuli were presented. The water box was dimly and indirectly illuminated by a 100 W lamp located outside the curtain. The viewing distance of the rat, from the edge of the middle platform to the computer screens, was 70 cm.

Visual water box 2, based on the design of Prusky et al. (2000), was a rectangular pool (152 × 90 × 74 cm) with two computer monitors placed side-by-side at one end (supplemental Fig. 1B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The pool was constructed with three black sides and one transparent Plexiglas side, behind which two identical cathode ray tube computers monitors (Electron Blue III, 19 inches diagonally; LaCie, Beaverton, OR) were positioned. The floor of the box was painted flat black, and the entire pool was supported on a 46-cm-tall platform. Black acrylic dividers (74 cm height) of varying length rested in guides and extended between the two monitors into the pool. The length of the divider determined the choice point in the experiment, because it determined the proximity of the animals to the monitors before entering either arm. Black curtains completely surrounded the box, and the room was dimly illuminated with a 100 W lamp located outside the curtain. The box was filled with 30 cm of water maintained at 20–22°C. Visual stimuli (100% contrast; 29.9 × 23.4° of visual angle) were displayed on the two computer monitors that faced into the pool, with the bottoms of their displays at water level. The gamma measure, black luminance, white luminance, and color functions were calibrated using the LaCie Blue Eye calibration system (version 3.4) to ensure identical stimulus displays on both monitors. The monitors were also adjusted to maintain geometrically perfect shapes and corner purity. The mean luminance (55.53 cd/m²) was measured periodically to ensure consistent stimuli.

A computer program (Vista 2.2; Cerebral Mechanics, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada) controlled the stimuli and organized the experiments. The spatial frequencies used were restricted to full cycles to eliminate edge effects and to maintain constant luminance between the two screens. Stimuli were randomized by the Vista software, and data were reported by the experimenter using a purpose-built pushbutton interface.

**Training:** visual water box 1. For 1 week before the onset of visual training, rats were brought directly into the testing room and were handled for 15 min daily. A training paradigm was designed so that the rats learned that swimming to the positive stimulus was associated with escape, whereas swimming to the negative stimulus was not. During training, the positive stimulus was a horizontal grating with a low spatial frequency [0.17 cycles per degree (cyc/°) and 100% contrast], and the negative stimulus was gray and of equal luminance to the grating stimulus. The side on which the positive stimulus and the escape platform were located was varied from trial to trial in a pseudorandom manner.

In step 1 of training, the rat was placed on the escape platform directly under the grating stimulus and were allowed to remain on the platform for 10–30 s. This was repeated on both sides of the water box, for five to six trials for 1–2 d.

In step 2 of training, the rat was placed in the water directly in front of the grating stimulus and were allowed to swim toward the stimulus, at which time the animal encountered the submerged escape platform and remained on the platform for 10–30 s. The distance from the grating stimulus at which the rat was released was increased gradually until the rat was swimming in a straight line from the middle of the pool to the escape platform. Shortly after arriving at the grating stimulus, the stimuli were turned off, and the rat was removed from the pool and returned to a holding cage.

In step 3 of training, the middle submerging platform was introduced. At the start of each trial, the rat was placed on the middle platform and was given 20–30 s in which to attend to both the stimuli. The stimuli were then turned off, the middle platform was submerged, and the rat was forced to swim. In a correct trial, the animal swam directly to the side with the grating stimulus and arrived at the escape platform, at which point the animal was removed from the pool. An error consisted of the animal swimming to the location of the gray negative stimulus. In this case, the animal was not only required to continue swimming until he encountered the escape platform located under the positive stimulus, but a correction trial began immediately after. During a correction trial, the animal was placed back on the middle platform, which was dropped 5 s later. Correction trials were repeated until the rat swam directly to the platform.

**Training:** visual water box 2. Habituation of animals to the testing room and introduction of visual stimuli and the escape platform (steps 1 and 2 above) were as described for visual water box 1. In step 3 of training, using visual water box 2, animals were placed at the rear of the pool, at a middle point such that they were not biased to the left or right. A divider
(60 cm length) was placed between the two monitors so that the animal had to choose before it was within 60 cm of either monitor. In a correct trial, the animal swam directly to the grating stimulus and arrived at the escape platform, at which time the animal was removed from the pool. An incorrect trial consisted of the animal passing the 60 cm choice point on the side with the gray negative stimulus. In this case, the animal was forced to continue swimming until it swam to the other monitor and encountered the hidden platform below the grating stimulus. It was then immediately placed at the rear of the pool and required to perform an additional "correction" trial with the same stimulus configuration. Correction trials were repeated until the subject swam directly to the platform.

While being trained, some rats chose to adopt a spatial strategy to solve the task, such as a side bias (always swimming to one side of the pool regardless of the location of the positive stimulus) or an alternative side bias (always swimming to alternate sides of the pool). As demonstrated previously, these biases were easily corrected by early shaping (Prusky et al., 2000). Criterion for training was reached when the animals swam to the grating stimulus consistently (90% correct trials over 2–3 d).

Testing. Visual acuity was assayed using horizontally oriented grating stimuli. During acuity testing, the spatial frequency of the grating stimulus was increased in small increments until the ability of the animal to distinguish the grating stimulus from an equiluminant gray screen fell to chance. At low spatial frequencies, one cycle was added to the grating after each correct trial to minimize the number of trials spent far from the animal’s acuity threshold. To progress to a higher spatial frequency, animals were required to get three consecutive trials correct after error trials.

At higher spatial frequencies, animals were required to get 3 of 4 or 8 of 10 successive trials correct before another cycle was added. If an error was made because a spatial bias developed or the animal did not appear to be attending to the stimuli, a few training trials at a lower spatial frequency were given. An animal’s acuity threshold was defined as the highest spatial frequency at which performance was at or above criterion (≥75% trials correct). We reprobed each animal’s acuity threshold two to three times across consecutive days, always testing past the threshold until performance fell to chance (30% trials correct).

MD animals were trained and visual acuity was obtained using the nondeprived eye in the same manner as NR animals. To test the acuity of the deprived eye, MD animals were first habituated to wearing a mask that was designed to cover one eye at a time. Initially, the deprived eye was covered, and the rats demonstrated that performance using the nondeprived eye was comparable with that obtained without the mask. Then, the deprived eye was opened, and measures of deprived-eye acuity were obtained while the mask covered the nondeprived eye.

Statistical analyses. Group acuity data were fit to a four-parameter logistic equation (variable slope sigmoid; R² > 0.95; Prism 4.0; GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA), and acuity threshold was taken to be the VSo of the sigmoid (corresponding to 75% correct performance). Statistical analyses were performed using StatView 5.0 (Abacus Concepts, Berkeley, CA). Comparisons between deprived and nondeprived animals were done using a Mann–Whitney nonparametric U test. The effect of time on acuity was analyzed using a one-factor ANOVA, and relevant post hoc comparisons were made between time points using a Fischer’s protected least significant difference test. In all cases, significance was set at p < 0.05.

Results
Initially, we assessed the visual capabilities of NR adult rats (older than P150) using a custom-designed, forced-choice discrimination task (task 1). We subsequently used an automated variation introduced by Prusky et al. (2000a) (task 2). The visual acuity threshold for each subject was defined as the highest spatial frequency at which the animal performed at or above criterion (≥75% trials correct). The mean binocular acuity threshold of adult NR rats (n = 6) using task 1 was 0.89 cyc/° (Fig. 1A), and an identical acuity threshold of 0.89 cyc/° was obtained in seven additional subjects tested using task 2 (Fig. 1B). In this latter group, after binocular testing, monocular visual acuity was also determined using an occluding mask. We found that the monocular acuity thresholds for the left (0.91 cyc/°) and right (0.89 cyc/°) eyes in these subjects did not differ significantly from each other or from that obtained binocularly (ANOVA, p > 0.8). These findings are consistent with both behavioral and electrophysiological studies that have shown that the visual acuity threshold of pigmented rats is ~1.0 cyc/° (Lashley, 1938; Wiesenfeld and Branchek, 1976; Dean, 1981; Silveira et al., 1987; Fagiolini et al., 1994; Keller et al., 2000; Prusky et al., 2000b). Moreover, these data demonstrate that the binocular and monocular capabilities of normally reared subjects are comparable.

We next monocularly deprived rats (n = 10) at P18–P21 and tested visual function after ≥5 months of deprivation. During the later stages of the deprivation period, animals were trained on the behavioral task, and acuity thresholds were obtained using their nondeprived eyes. The deprived eye was then opened, and its visual capabilities were assessed while a mask covered the nondeprived eye. As expected, vision in the deprived eye of these animals was severely impaired. Immediately after eye opening, all subjects were unable to distinguish grating from gray stimuli using the deprived eye. Figure 2A presents the first measurable visual acuity obtained from the deprived eye, 3–4 weeks after
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**Figure 1.** Visual acuity of normally reared adult animals assessed using two different forced-choice discrimination tasks. **A.** Visual acuity obtained binocularly using visual task 1. A group acuity threshold of 0.89 cyc/° was observed (n = 6). **B.** Visual acuity obtained monocularly is comparable with that obtained binocularly in normally reared rats. Using visual task 2, acuity obtained when subjects (n = 7) performed the task using both eyes (0.89 cyc/°) was comparable with those obtained when performing the task using only the left (0.91 cyc/°) or right (0.89 cyc/°) eye.
initial eye opening, compared with the monocular acuity of NR animals. The deprived-eye acuity threshold of long-term MD animals (0.20 cyc/°) was significantly lower than the monocular acuity of NR animals (0.91 cyc/°; Mann–Whitney U test, \( p < 0.001 \)).

Similar monocular testing through the nondeprived eye revealed that visual acuity thresholds (1.20 cyc/°) were actually significantly greater than those obtained monocularly in NR animals (0.89 cyc/°; Mann–Whitney U test, \( p < 0.001 \)) (Fig. 2B).

Thus, there are two responses to MD as measured behaviorally: deprived-eye impairment and open-eye enhancement.

As stated above, when testing the visual capabilities of the deprived eye, we noted that acuity threshold measurements were unobtainable for several weeks after initial eye opening (i.e., the animal performance never reached criterion). To establish a detailed time course for this modest recovery of function, in an additional six long-term MD animals, we closely monitored acuity thresholds at 3–4 d intervals for the deprived and nondeprived eye after deprived-eye opening (Fig. 3). These data demonstrate that the first measurable acuity threshold value for the previously deprived eye occurred 30–40 d after eye opening, with the increase in acuity of this eye reaching an asymptote of 0.32 cyc/° at 70–80 d. Interestingly, we observed that, before the onset of visual recovery in the deprived eye, acuity in the nondeprived eye first decreased rapidly from the augmented level of 1.17 cyc/° to near-normal levels. A significant decrease in acuity was readily observed 10–20 d after deprived-eye opening. Acuity thresholds in this eye stabilized at 0.86 cyc/°, 20–30 d before the onset of visual recovery in the deprived eye.

Thus, a period of binocular visual experience after long-term MD is also accompanied by two responses: first, a reduction in nondeprived-eye acuity, which is followed by a delayed improvement of deprived-eye acuity. These data suggest that there is considerable plasticity of visual function in adult animals and that this plasticity is not limited to the eye of deprivation. We next wanted to determine in an additional group of animals whether this change in visual capabilities is bidirectional (Fig. 4). In accordance with our previous observations, we again found an enhancement of visual acuity thresholds of the nondeprived eye (1.15 cyc/°; \( n = 4 \)) after an extended period of MD (\( \sim 5 \) months). This enhanced visual acuity decreased to 0.86 cyc/°, whereas the acuity of the deprived eye increased from 0.25 to 0.44 cyc/° after opening of the deprived eye. These animals were then subjected to a second period of monocular deprivation, and acuity thresholds of the nondeprived eye were assessed. Within 1 week of eye closure, acuity in the nondeprived eye had begun to increase, and, by 7 weeks, acuity in this eye had equaled the original enhanced level (1.13 cyc/°; paired t test, \( p > 0.72 \)). When binocular vision
was restored for a second and final time, visual capabilities of the nondeprived eye decreased to 0.87 cyc/°, whereas those in the deprived eye once again improved. These data demonstrate plasticity in visual function of adult animals that is robust, bidirectional, and reversible.

Discussion
Our study supports two conclusions. First, MD initiates bidirectional changes in visual performance through the two eyes: the dramatic loss of visual acuity in the deprived eye is accompanied by a significant increase in acuity through the nondeprived eye. Second, the changes initiated by MD early in life can be partially reversed in adults by opening the deprived eye and then restored by closing it again. These findings are consistent with recent electrophysiological analyses of rodent visual cortex showing that there are two responses to MD and that substantial plasticity persists in adults (Sawtell et al., 2003; Frenkel and Bear, 2004; Pham et al., 2004; Tagawa et al., 2005; Hofer et al., 2006). The current findings extend these previous studies substantially, however, by demonstrating that such plasticity has a significant impact on vision.

The acuity thresholds obtained for normally reared adult animals (ranging from 0.81 to 0.97 cyc/°, with a mean of 0.89 cyc/°) are comparable with those reported by others using computer-generated visual stimuli (Keller et al., 2000; Prusky et al., 2000a,b), as well as studies using less sophisticated testing procedures (Lashley, 1930; Wiesenfeld and Branchek, 1976; Dean, 1981). Our behaviorally derived observations are also entirely consistent with acuity measurements obtained using electrophysiological procedures (Fagiolini et al., 1994).

Using identical testing methods, Prusky et al. (2000) studied the effects of varying lengths of MD during the critical period of rats and found that monocular deprivation from P13 to P40 or P13 to P60 resulted in comparable decreases in acuity of the deprived eye (to 0.67 and 0.71 cyc/°, respectively). Because no significant difference in acuity between the two groups of animals was observed, these researchers concluded that a maximum amblyopic effect had been reached by P40. In the present study, we found that MD extending well into adulthood results in a more substantial decrease in acuity of the deprived eye. The mean deprived-eye acuity threshold of 0.20 cyc/° was decreased by >70% compared with the acuity threshold of normally reared animals (0.89 cyc/°) and by >80% compared with the mean threshold of the same-animal, nondeprived eye (1.20 cyc/°). Our observation of a profound loss of visual function is consistent with cat and monkey studies in which extended periods of MD have been performed (von Noorden and Dowling, 1970; Smith, 1981; Smith and Holdefer, 1985; Sparks et al., 1986; Mitchell, 1988).

Our findings of a slowly developing recovery (over the course of several weeks) of deprived-eye function after reinstatement of binocular vision are reminiscent of observations made by Mitchell and colleagues (Mitchell et al., 1977, 1984a,b; Murphy and Mitchell, 1986, 1987; Mitchell, 1988) who found that, after a period of reverse suture in the kitten, reinstatement of binocular vision results first in a reduction in nondeprived-eye acuity, which is followed by a delayed improvement of deprived-eye acuity. In the present study, the enhanced visual function of the nondeprived eye first returned to near control levels several days before a gradual but incomplete recovery of acuity in the deprived eye. It has been suggested that the ability of the deprived eye to regain some degree of visual function may reflect potentiation of weak subthreshold connections that persist despite prolonged periods of MD (Blakemore et al., 1982; Freeman and Ohzawa, 1988).

A novel finding in the present study was the enhancement of acuity observed in the nondeprived eye of long-term MD animals. Although numerous examples of the severe impairment of vision in the deprived eye of long-term MD animals have been documented, fewer studies have systematically tested visual function of the nondeprived eye, and vision through this eye has typically been described as normal (for review, see Odom, 1983). There are, however, examples in the human literature in which an enhancement of visual function is observed after early postnatal enucleation [particularly when compared with the monocular capabilities of “normal” binocular subjects (Freeman and Bradley, 1980; Blakemore et al., 1982; Reed et al., 1996, 1997; Gonzalez et al., 2002; Steeves et al., 2004)]. Moreover, in keeping with the present observations, in some instances, the enhancement in visual function in the remaining eye equals or surpasses that of binocularly viewing normal subjects (Nicholas et al., 1996). Although the functional outcome of the present study and these human studies appear complementary, the anatomical, physiological, and behavioral changes observed after prolonged MD are

![Figure 4](image-url) Changes in deprived and nondeprived eye acuity of long-term MD animals are bidirectional. A–D, Individual cases demonstrating that, after reinstatement of binocular vision, acuity thresholds of the nondeprived eye decrease as acuity thresholds of the deprived eye increase. Resuturing the initially deprived eye results in a return of enhanced visual acuity in the nondeprived eye, which once again declines after reinstatement of binocular vision. Data in D are abbreviated because of subject mortality.
substantially different from those resulting from the loss of an eye (for review, see Toldi et al., 1996). For example, in rodents, early monocular enucleation reduces the normal death of ganglion cells subserving the spared eye as well as enhances their subcortical and cortical connections (Lund et al., 1973; Rakic, 1986; Yee et al., 1987; Heywood et al., 1988). The enhancement of visual function in human enucleates has been attributed to a number of processes, such as a recruitment of cortical and subcortical visual areas by the remaining eye, years of monocular practice after enucleation, and/or the removal of inhibitory binocular interactions that are present in binocularly viewing subjects (Gonzalez et al., 2002). Our demonstration that an enhancement of nondeprived-eye capabilities need not be accompanied by removal of the partnering eye and that such enhancements are bidirectional in adult rodents may provide a starting point for future studies aimed at uncovering the physiological and molecular mechanisms contributing to supra-normal vision in humans.

An unexpected observation was the reversibility of the enhanced open-eye acuity. We found that open-eye acuity declined to control levels when the deprived eye was opened and then increased again when the deprived eye was reclosed, even in adults. The slow time course of these changes suggests that they reflect modifications of synaptic transmission. This finding of adult plasticity was not anticipated by previous electrophysiological studies. Unlike what has been observed in mice (Sawtell et al., 2003; Pham et al., 2004; Tagawa et al., 2005), both unit and VEP recordings have consistently failed to reveal an effect of MD in adult rats (Fagiolini et al., 1994; Guire et al., 1999; Pizzorusso et al., 2002). Very recent findings by Hofer et al. (2006) suggest the possibility that the plasticity of acuity we observe in adult rats might be a consequence of “priming” or metaplasticity caused by the initial period of MD. These authors reported that adult ocular dominance plasticity in mice is greatly enhanced in animals that might be a consequence of “priming” or metaplasticity caused by the initial period of MD. These authors reported that adult ocular dominance plasticity in mice is greatly enhanced in animals that had been monocularly deprived previously and allowed to recover. Because adult MD normally is without any effect in rats, this species might be particularly well suited for additional investigation of the mechanisms of priming of adult plasticity.

In conclusion, our studies suggest that previous findings of bidirectional plasticity of visual responses caused by MD in rodents are functionally significant. Rodent species hold particular promise for investigations of the synaptic mechanisms responsible for both juvenile and adult modifications of visual cortical function.
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